
DTX402 SERIESDTX402 SERIES DTX452K
K TP70S 3-zone snare pad that allows you to play directly on the snare head or play open or closed rimshots. 
K KP65 kick pad and a genuine Yamaha bass drum pedal FP6110A provide smooth action and real feel.
K HH65 hi-hat controller for expressive hi-hat performance.

DTX432K
K Newly developed drum pads incorporating Yamaha’s unique floating system.
K KP65 kick pad and a genuine Yamaha bass drum pedal FP6110A provide smooth action and real feel.
K HH65 hi-hat controller for expressive hi-hat performance.

DTX402K
K Newly developed drum pads incorporating Yamaha’s unique floating system.
K KU100 kick unit reduces noise when playing the bass drum.
K Choke-able crash cymbal pad.
K Ride cymbal pad produces the sound of the cymbal bell when hit strongly.
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Get a Drummer's Certificate
If you can play all 10 practice songs without making  
a mistake, you will receive a “Drummer’s Certificate”.

Learn While Having Fun
There are 10 Training Modes designed to make you a better player, faster. 
The exercises are a fun way to learn to read drum music notation.

Simple and Intuitive Control
With a simple swipe, you can select and customize kits, song numbers, 
set up metronome and adjust the trigging parameters for your playing style.

iOS /Android App  DTX402 Touch iOS /Android App  Rec'n'Share

The moment you play the DTX is the 
moment you become a drummer. Let 
it be your inspiration and give instant 
expression to your impulses and 
creativity. DTX402 is the culmination 
of the commitment Yamaha makes as 
a drum manufacturer with excellent 
design and sound quality.

Sound
The sound provided by DTX makes drumming so 
much fun that you’ll never want to stop.
The DTX402 sounds combine years of experience 
creating authentic, top-quality drum sounds with 
10 built-in drum kits, including acoustic effects 
and electronic sounds to help you find the 
perfect voice. 
You can easily create your own kits and choose 
from the various high-quality sounds. 
Give voice to your musical sensibilities with the 
expressive range of the DTX.

Training
The DTX comes with 10 built-in training functions that are only possible with 
an electronic drum and you can access through the module and with the app.
The module talks to you to encourage you as your trainer, partner!
These include the Song Part Gate function, 
which trains you up gradually over time, 
the Rhythm Gate Function, which fosters 
a precise sense of rhythm – fundamental 
for drumming, and the Fast Blast Function, 
which measures the speed of your strokes. 
There is also a scoring function so you can 
assess your skills objectively.
Take advantage of this complete range of 
support functions to improve your power of 
expression as a drummer.

Apps
The free DTX402 Touch app allows any user to 
easily customize drum kits and take advantage of 
the training functions. The new Challenge mode 
gamifies learning to engage and encourage 
practice and help you quickly develop drumming 
skills with various genres of music. The DTX402 
series also works with the Rec’n’Share app so 
you can practice and perform with your favorite 
music and quickly share on social.

Price: free
Work with: DTX402 series
Stand alone: —
Device: iPhone, iPad, 
Android devices

Price: free
Work with: EAD10/DTX series
Stand alone: Only practice functions usable
Device: iPhone, iPad, Android devices

Send USB Audio/MIDI to Your Device/Computer

Durable/Quiet/Expressive
These highly durable pads and racks have passed Yamaha’s rigorous 
durability tests and will save you the effort, time, and cost that would 
normally go into the maintenance or replacement of parts.
The firm response of the heads is perfect for practice and allows you 
to clearly feel the beat you’re playing, while the snare and tom pads 
incorporate Yamaha’s unique 
floating system to deliver a 
quiet yet pleasant response. 
Professional engineers weren’t 
the only ones involved in the 
development of the DTX402 
sounds—the performances of 
multiple drummers were used to 
fine tune them and make them as 
naturally expressive as possible,
giving them a natural response and 
expression that allows a smooth 
transition to acoustic drums.

Connect the module to your smart device/
computer via USB, and create audio data from 
sounds produced in the DTX. 
Connecting the module to your smart device and 
linking it to your camera app allows you to easily 
create videos with sounds produced on the 
DTX402.
You can also connect it to your computer and 
link it with a DAW (digital audio workstation) for 
music production.

Tone generator

Voices Drum and percussion: 287, Keyboard: 128

Drum kits 10 (all of which may be edited and overwritten)

Songs 10

Reverb 9 types

Metronome
Tempo 30 to 300 BPM (Tap Tempo and Voice Guidance functions)

Beat 1/4 to 9/4

Other
Jacks and terminals

SNARE (mini stereo audio), TOM1 (mini mono audio), TOM2 (mini mono audio),  
TOM3 (mini mono audio), RIDE (mini mono audio), CRASH (mini stereo audio),  

HI-HAT (mini mono audio), HI-HAT CTL (mini stereo audio), KICK /PAD (mini stereo audio),  
USB TO HOST (type B), AUX IN (mini stereo audio), PHONES/OUTPUT (standard stereo audio), DC IN

Dimensions and weight 269 (W) × 147 (D) × 39 (H) mm, 0.5 kg   10-9/16˝ (W) × 5-13/16˝ (D) × 1-9/16˝ (H), 1 lb 2 oz

Accessories Power Adaptor (PA-130 or an equivalent recommended by Yamaha), Owner’s Manual

DTX402 Module Specifications
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*Wiring not shown.

*Wiring not shown.

*Wiring not shown.

Get OnGet On
A RollA Roll DTX452K Specifications

DTX432K Specifications

DTX402K Specifications

Module DTX402 
Pad Snare TP70S (7.5 inch)  3-zone Pad

Tom Pad 7.5 inch pad
Floor Tom Pad 7.5 inch pad
Kick Pad KP65
Hi-hat Pad HH65
Crash cymbal 1 10 inch pad
Ride cymbal 10 inch pad (Choke Function)
Rack System DTX402 Series Rack

Module DTX402 
Pad Snare 7.5 inch pad

Tom Pad 7.5 inch pad
Floor Tom Pad 7.5 inch pad
Kick Pad KP65
Hi-hat Pad HH65
Crash cymbal 1 10 inch pad
Ride cymbal 10 inch pad (Choke Function)
Rack System DTX402 Series Rack

Module DTX402 
Pad Snare 7.5 inch pad

Tom Pad 7.5 inch pad
Floor Tom Pad 7.5 inch pad
Kick Pad KU100
Hi-hat Pad DTX402K Hi-Hat Controller
Crash cymbal 1 10 inch pad
Ride cymbal 10 inch pad (Choke Function)
Rack System DTX402 Series Rack

Music Video Made Easy
Connect a compatible Yamaha Product to your smart 
phone/tablet to simultaneously record video from your 
phone’s camera, stereo digital audio from your Yamaha 
product and stereo backing tracks from your music library.

Enrich Your Practice
Pick a song from your music library and the app’s tempo 
detection lets you add a click, change the tempo and 
select sections to repeat.
Audio Track Separation function allows you to adjust the 
volume of specific tracks (vocals, drums, bass, etc.) of 
your favorite songs.Yamaha Electronic Drums Yamaha Electronic Drums61 62


